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Conclusions: a) our experiment saw survival of the expanded depletion apparently without need for impurities
b) the apparent contact (tail strength) in the experiment was again enhanced compared to in situ values
c) survival and contact strengthening can also be seen in simulations, but less strongly
d) survival relies on an asymmetric trap and fast, adiabatic release, mostly from the edges of the BEC
e) tail strength appears to increase due to acceleration by the mean field during escape from the BEC
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The mysteryThe mystery

Uncondensed atoms in a BEC

●  Palaiseau experiments saw stronger tails 
than expected in situ. (David Clement’s group, PRL 2016)

●  Theory suggests no survival possible
(Qu, Pitaevskii, Stringari, PRA 94, 063635 (2016))

●  Later Palaiseau experiments indicate 
survival depends on presence of impurities
(Cayla et al   arXiv:2204.10697, David Clement’s group)

●  Canberra expt. has a fully magnetic trap
→ only one component trapped
→ lack of impurities in situ. What about tails?

●  Theory: can we simulate time evolution and 
see how survival is possible?
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